Hearing Aid Products
Made for iPhone
BTE






Stream phone calls, music, and more, directly from your iPhone to your hearing aids
Deliver pristine sound and exceptional listening clarity
Eliminate buzzing and whistling
Help you better understand conversations and hear comfortably in any noise environment

AUDIBEL A3I
Hear life to its fullest with A3i, our Made for iPhone® Hearing Aids and our easy-to-use TruLink® Hearing
Control app which are engineered to work specifically with your iPhone, iPad®, iPod touch® and Apple
Watch®. Together, A3i and TruLink are designed to stream phone calls, music and more, directly from
your iPhone to your hearing aids. Now available in two styles to fit individuals with mild to severe
hearing loss.

RIC




Stream phone calls, music, and more, directly from your iPhone to your hearing aids
Deliver pristine sound and exceptional listening clarity




Eliminate buzzing and whistling
Help you better understand conversations and hear comfortably in any noise environment

AUDIBEL A4I
Audibel A4i, Audibel's newest Made for iPhone® hearing aids help you stay connected to the people and
things you love most. With our easy-to-use TruLink® Hearing Control app, Audibel A4i is engineered to
work specifically with your iPhone, iPad®, iPod touch® and Apple Watch®. And with new processing
power in Audibel A4i, you'll experience music in a whole new way with pure, refined sound quality.
AUDIBEL A3I
Hear life to its fullest with A3i, our Made for iPhone® Hearing Aids and our easy-to-use TruLink®Hearing
Control app which are engineered to work specifically with your iPhone, iPad®, iPod touch® and Apple
Watch®. Together, A3i and TruLink are designed to stream phone calls, music and more, directly from
your iPhone to your hearing aids. Now available in two styles to fit individuals with mild to severe
hearing loss.

Invisible
AMP







Completely invisible in most ears
Designed especially for first-time hearing aid users
Easy to remove for better ear health
Ready to wear in one visit
Acts like a hearing amplifier

If you want to hear better but aren't sure you're ready for a hearing aid, it's time to AMP®.
AMP is a new kind of hearing aid —– one so tiny it fits invisibly in your ear canal where no one can see
it.* It's comfortable, works well with many levels of hearing loss and is designed specifically for first-time
hearing aid users.
* Individual results may vary. Invisibility may vary based on your ear's anatomy.

Invisible





Custom-made for you
For mild to moderately severe hearing loss
Completely invisible in most ears

INVISIBEL SYNERGY
Invisibel Synergy are our most-advanced invisible hearing aids on the market. Custom fit to your exact
needs and unique ear canal shape, they rest comfortably deep in your ear, so only you know they’re
there. And though tiny, Invisibel Synergy come loaded with all of our leading technology. They’re the
first and most popular custom-fit Invisible-in-the-Canal (IIC) hearing aids ever made.

Receiver-in-Canal
Made for iPhone RIC







Stream calls from your iPhone directly to your hearing aids using Bluetooth 4.0 wireless
technology
Deliver pristine sound and exceptional listening clarity
Help you better understand conversations and hear comfortably in any noise environment
Eliminate buzzing and whistling
Stream phone calls, music, and more, directly from your iPhone to your hearing aids

AUDIBEL A3I
Hear life to its fullest with A3i, our Made for iPhone® Hearing Aids and our easy-to-use TruLink® Hearing
Control app which are engineered to work specifically with your iPhone, iPad®, iPod touch® and Apple
Watch®. Together, A3i and TruLink are designed to stream phone calls, music and more, directly from

your iPhone to your hearing aids. Now available in two styles to fit individuals with mild to severe
hearing loss.

Micro RIC






Discreet design
Variety of color options available
Easy to adjust
For mild to severe hearing loss

AUDIBEL A4
Audibel A4 is Audibel's most advanced technology that offers supreme sound quality and premium
features. Audibel A4 is customized to fit your unique hearing needs and enhance your listening
experience.
AUDIBEL A2 WIRELESS
Enjoy everything people love about our popular wireless lineup—including hands-free cell phone
conversations and direct, wireless connectivity to TVs, MP3 players and more—in a small, reliable and
virtually waterproof hearing aid. Audibel A2 Wireless micro RIC is designed to deliver unrivaled sound
clarity in virtually every listening environment.
Mini RIC






Discreet design
Variety of color options available
Easy to use buttons or dials
For mild to severe hearing loss

ANTHEM XT

The hero of our Anthem® XT product line, this RIC proves that good things do indeed come in small
packages. It’s a mini RIC with a longer lasting, 10A battery, configurable user control, and loaded with all
of Audibel’s leading performance features.
RIC






Discreet design
Variety of color options available
Easy to use buttons or dials
For mild to severe hearing loss

AUDIBEL A2
Audibel A2 hearing aids are our line of wireless hearing aids — in a redesigned and easy-to-use style.
These reliable, high-performance and virtually waterproof hearing aids are designed to make people’s
voices come in clearer and every environment sound better. Combined with our SurfLink® accessories,
they’re also designed to enhance the way you listen to music, watch TV and talk on the phone.

Completely-In-Canal
CIC





Virtually undetectable
For mild to moderately severe hearing loss
Custom-made for you

AUDIBEL A4

Audibel A4 is Audibel's most advanced technology that offers supreme sound quality and premium
features. Audibel A4 is customized to fit your unique hearing needs and enhance your listening
experience.
AUDIBEL A2
Audibel A2 hearing aids are our line of wireless hearing aids — in a redesigned and easy-to-use style.
These reliable, high-performance and virtually waterproof hearing aids are designed to make people’s
voices come in clearer and every environment sound better. Combined with our SurfLink® accessories,
they’re also designed to enhance the way you listen to music, watch TV and talk on the phone.
ANTHEM XT
Sleek and modern outside, loaded with world-class technology inside, Anthem XT hearing aids deliver
the benefits you want and expect from digital hearing aids. Want to hear better in noise? Anthem XT is
designed to improve speech understanding in noisy environments and make listening easier no matter
where you are.

Behind-the-Ear
BTE






Discreet design
Variety of color options available
For moderate to severe hearing loss
Easy to use buttons or dials

AUDIBEL A4
Audibel A4 is Audibel's most advanced technology that offers supreme sound quality and premium
features. Audibel A4 is customized to fit your unique hearing needs and enhance your listening
experience.
AUDIBEL A2
Audibel A2 hearing aids are our line of wireless hearing aids — in a redesigned and easy-to-use style.
These reliable, high-performance and virtually waterproof hearing aids are designed to make people’s
voices come in clearer and every environment sound better. Combined with our SurfLink® accessories,
they’re also designed to enhance the way you listen to music, watch TV and talk on the phone.
Mini BTE






Variety of color options available
For moderate to severe hearing loss
Easy to use buttons or dials
Discreet design

AUDIBEL A4
Audibel A4 is Audibel's most advanced technology that offers supreme sound quality and premium
features. Audibel A4 is customized to fit your unique hearing needs and enhance your listening
experience.
AUDIBEL A2
Audibel A2 hearing aids are our line of wireless hearing aids — in a redesigned and easy-to-use style.
These reliable, high-performance and virtually waterproof hearing aids are designed to make people’s
voices come in clearer and every environment sound better. Combined with our SurfLink® accessories,
they’re also designed to enhance the way you listen to music, watch TV and talk on the phone.
Power Plus BTE






Discreet design
For moderate to severe hearing loss
Variety of color options available
Easy to use buttons or dials

AUDIBEL A2
Audibel A2 hearing aids are our line of wireless hearing aids — in a redesigned and easy-to-use style.
These reliable, high-performance and virtually waterproof hearing aids are designed to make people’s
voices come in clearer and every environment sound better. Combined with our SurfLink® accessories,
they’re also designed to enhance the way you listen to music, watch TV and talk on the phone.

In-the-Canal

ITC





For mild to mildly severe hearing loss
Custom-made for you
Variety of color options available

AUDIBEL A4
Audibel A4 is Audibel's most advanced technology that offers supreme sound quality and premium
features. Audibel A4 is customized to fit your unique hearing needs and enhance your listening
experience.
AUDIBEL A2
Audibel A2 hearing aids are our line of wireless hearing aids — in a redesigned and easy-to-use style.
These reliable, high-performance and virtually waterproof hearing aids are designed to make people’s
voices come in clearer and every environment sound better. Combined with our SurfLink® accessories,
they’re also designed to enhance the way you listen to music, watch TV and talk on the phone.
ANTHEM XT
Sleek and modern outside, loaded with world-class technology inside, Anthem XT hearing aids deliver
the benefits you want and expect from digital hearing aids. Want to hear better in noise? Anthem XT is
designed to improve speech understanding in noisy environments and make listening easier no matter
where you are.

In-the-Ear
ITE





Easy to adjust
For mild to severe hearing loss
Custom-made for you



Variety of color options available

AUDIBEL A4
Audibel A4 is Audibel's most advanced technology that offers supreme sound quality and premium
features. Audibel A4 is customized to fit your unique hearing needs and enhance your listening
experience.
AUDIBEL A2
Audibel A2 hearing aids are our line of wireless hearing aids — in a redesigned and easy-to-use style.
These reliable, high-performance and virtually waterproof hearing aids are designed to make people’s
voices come in clearer and every environment sound better. Combined with our SurfLink® accessories,
they’re also designed to enhance the way you listen to music, watch TV and talk on the phone.
ANTHEM XT
Sleek and modern outside, loaded with world-class technology inside, Anthem XT hearing aids deliver
the benefits you want and expect from digital hearing aids. Want to hear better in noise? Anthem XT is
designed to improve speech understanding in noisy environments and make listening easier no matter
where you are.

Tinnitus
Tinnitus




Variety of color options available
Easy to use buttons or dials

TINNITUS TECHNOLOGY PRODUCTS
Using our patent-pending Multiflex Tinnitus Technology, Audibel Tinnitus Technology Products create a
customizable and comforting sound stimulus that you and your hearing professional can fine-tune to
soothe the unique, irritating sounds you hear and take your focus off your tinnitus.

Single-Sided Hearing
RIC







Discreet design
Variety of color options available
Easy to adjust
Decreases echoes and reverberating sounds
Allows you to hear from both sides

AUDIBEL A4 CROS SYSTEM
Audibel’s line of A4 hearing aids offers a solution for those with single-sided hearing loss. If you’re
unable to hear in one ear and have normal hearing in the other ear, you may benefit from a CROS
solution.
BTE







Discreet design
Variety of color options available
Easy to adjust
Decreases echoes and reverberating sounds
Allows you to hear from both sides

AUDIBEL A4 CROS SYSTEM
Audibel’s line of A4 hearing aids offers a solution for those with single-sided hearing loss. If you’re
unable to hear in one ear and have normal hearing in the other ear, you may benefit from a CROS
solution.

Wireless Accessories
SurfLink Mobile 2

SurfLink Mobile 2 is a hands-free cell phone transmitter, assistive listening device, media streamer, and
hearing aid remote all rolled into one. When paired with wireless hearing aids, it's everything you'll need
to talk on the phone, enjoy music, and so much more. You'll get clear and consistent wireless streaming
anytime, anywhere.


Enables hands-free cell phone conversations by turning our wireless hearing aids into the phone
microphone and receiver:
o

Microphone — Your hearing aids pick up your voice and send it to the person you're talking
to

o

Receiver — SurfLink Mobile 2 streams the voice on the other end directly to your hearing
aids



Directional microphone enhances one-on-one conversations in noisy environments.



Omnidirectional capability is ideal for listening in meetings or group settings.



Can be used as a convenient and powerful assistive listening device.



Wirelessly streams sound from any Bluetooth®-enabled music device.

Download our SurfLink Accessories brochure
SurfLink Media 2

Our wireless hearing aids work with our SurfLink® Media 2 streamer, the first set-and-forget wireless
transmitter. With SurfLink Media 2, there’s no manual pairing involved. Once you plug it into your TV or
stereo, you’re done!


It automatically streams sound directly to your hearing aids when you’re in range.



You can transition from one device to another simply by moving from room to room.



It lets others in the room listen to the TV or stereo at the volume they prefer.



Enables multiple people wearing wireless hearing aids to connect to a single device.

Download our SurfLink Accessories brochure
SurfLink Remote

A remote is available with our wireless hearing aids, and can be used to adjust volume, change memory
modes and more. Your hearing care professional can help you decide if a remote is right for you and
your lifestyle.
Download our SurfLink Accessories brochure
SurfLink Remote Microphone

This discreet, lightweight microphone is worn by your conversation partner to aid you in one-on-one
conversations in difficult listening environments. Your hearing care professional can help you decide if a
remote is right for you and your lifestyle.
Download our SurfLink Accessories brochure

A4i
Our newest A4i™ hearing aids intuitively connect to your iPhone®, iPad®, iPod touch® and Apple Watch®
via Bluetooth® technology and Starkey’s TruLink® app. And with the new processing power in A4i, you’ll
experience music in whole new way with pure, refined sound quality.
A4i hearing aids are designed to:


Deliver pristine audio and exceptional listening clarity



Help you better understand conversations and hear comfortably in any noisy environment



Stream phone calls, music and more, directly from your iPhone to your hearing aids



Eliminate buzzing and whistling



A4i hearing aids are now available in two styles to fit individuals with mild to moderate hearing
loss.

Schedule an Appointment Today for a FREE Demonstration
Apple Compatibility
Made for iPhone Hearing Aids and the TruLink app have been tested and are compatible with iOS 10 and
all versions of iOS 9. Apple’s Operating System (iOS) runs your iPhone and is responsible for managing
the connectivity between the iPhone and Made for iPhone Hearing Aids.
iOS UPDATE NOTE: When updating the version of iOS on your iPhone, the hearing aids may lose
connection, requiring you to unpair and re-pair the hearing aids with your iPhone.
The TruLink app is a supplement to your Made for iPhone Hearing Aids and offers a variety of enhanced
adjustment capabilities and exciting features. The TruLink app relies on iOS connecting to the hearing
aid in order to communicate.
Made for iPhone Hearing Aids and the TruLink app are compatible with the following Apple devices:
iPhone 7, iPhone 7 Plus, iPhone SE, iPhone 6s Plus, iPhone 6s, iPhone 6 Plus, iPhone 6, iPhone 5s, iPhone
5c, iPhone 5, iPhone 4s (A3i only), iPad Pro, iPad Air 2, iPad Air, iPad (4th generation), iPad mini 4, iPad
mini 3, iPad mini with Retina display, iPad mini, iPod touch (5th generation) and Apple Watch. Use of
Apple Watch requires iPhone 5 or later.
For best performance, we recommend using TruLink 3.0.2.
Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPad, iPod touch and Apple Watch are trademarks of Apple Inc.,
registered in the U.S. and other countries. App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc. "Made for iPod,"
"Made for iPhone" and “Made for iPad" mean that an electronic accessory has been designed to
connect specifically to iPod, iPhone, or iPad, respectively, and has been certified by the developer to
meet Apple performance standards. Apple is not responsible for the operation of this device or its
compliance with safety and regulatory standards. Please note that the use of this accessory with iPod,
iPhone, iPad or Apple Watch may affect wireless performance.
Android Compatibility
Made for iPhone Hearing Aids and the TruLink app are compatible with the following Android products:
Google Nexus™ 6P, Google Nexus™ 5X, Samsung Galaxy S® 7 Edge, Samsung Galaxy S® 7, Samsung
Galaxy S® 6 Edge Plus, Samsung Galaxy S® 6 Edge, Samsung Galaxy S® 6, Samsung Galaxy S® 5, Samsung

Galaxy S® 4, Samsung Galaxy Note® 7, Samsung Galaxy Note® 5, Samsung Galaxy Note® 4, Samsung
Galaxy Note® 3, HTC One® M8 and HTC One® M7.
It is recommended that Android users use operating system 6.0 for Nexus 6P and Nexus 5X phones. It is
recommended that Android users use operating system 6.0 for Galaxy Note 7, 5.1.1 for Galaxy S6 Edge
Plus and Galaxy Note 5 phones. It is recommended that Android users use operating system 4.4.4 for
Galaxy S5 and S4 phones and operating system 5.0 for Galaxy S6, HTC One M8 and M7, and Note 4 and
Note 3.
Android and Google Play are trademarks of Google Inc. Galaxy S, Galaxy Note and Samsung Galaxy Apps
are registered trademarks of Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. HTC One is a trademark of HTC Corporation.

Hearing Protection
HIGH-DEFINITION SOUND ENHANCEMENT & AUTOMATIC NOISE SUPPRESSION
Whether you’re in the woods, at the range or on the factory floor, hearing clearly is key to your success
and safety. Yet the competing need to protect your hearing from the damaging sound of gun blasts,
power tools and industrial machines creates a unique noise management challenge. SoundGear solves
that challenge, and Ortiz Hearing Center, Inc. is excited to introduce this new advancement in hearing
protection.
SoundGear represents the latest advancements in electronic hearing protection. This unique family of
100 percent digital products enhances environmental awareness while also protecting your hearing
from loud noises like gun blasts and engines.
Made by Starkey Hearing Technologies — America’s premier provider of hearing solutions — SoundGear
instruments feature advanced digital technology capable of enhancing sound eight times over
traditional hearing protection products. At the same time, it uses seamless sound activated compression
to trigger instant and automatic suppression of loud impulse and continuous noises.

HUNTERS & SHOOTERS
It’s the ideal solution to protect your hearing from muzzle blasts, while helping you hear clearly to
optimize communication, success and safety in the woods or on the range.

INDUSTRIAL WORKERS
SoundGear protects your hearing from the noise of power tools, engines and other industrial machines,
while optimizing hearing to enable better communication, performance and safety on-site,in the shop or
on the factory floor.
MILITARY PERSONNEL& POLICE OFFICERS
Law enforcement officials, tactical teams and more use SoundGear to protect their ears from muzzle
blasts and explosives, while enabling digital sound enhancement to optimize awareness at all times in a
simulator, on the range or live fire environment.

SOUNDGEAR FEATURES
 Dynamic digital protection for your ears


High-definition sound reproduction



Up to eight times sound enhancement over traditional hearing protection products



Noise Reduction Rating (NRR) between 24dB and 26dB depending on model



Seamless sound-activated compression automatically suppresses noises
-over 95dB in our recreational model
-over 80dB in our industrial model



All-day, easy-to-wear comfort

SOUNDGEAR IS NOW AVAILABLE IN THREE DIFFERENT STYLES.
INSTANT FIT IN-THE-CANAL
SoundGear In-the-Canal is the smallest and lightest dynamic digital hearing protection product on the
market. It’s ideal for the hunter or shooter looking for an edge — or industrial workers looking for allday comfort. Ready to wear right out of the box, it rests discreetly inside your ear to deliver natural wind
reduction and superior sound quality.

BEHIND-THE-EAR
SoundGear Behind-the-Ear (BTE) is ideal for the budget conscious consumer who still wants the benefits
of digital hearing protection. This versatile style provides wearers with hearing protection and
enhancement at a more affordable price. Available in two technology levels, it is a great starter solution
for just about anyone.

CUSTOM
SoundGear Custom products are for those who refuse to compromise when it comes to performance
and personalization. Each pair is digitally customized to the wearer’s ears, and features the most
advanced electronic hearing protection and enhancement technology on the market.
To learn more about SoundGear please contact us today to reserve your spot to get a FREE
demonstration of this amazing product.

